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Start to help your back
pain immediately with
this helpful back pain
guide from the experts.

Get back moving well
and feeling well, living
the life you want
without back pain .
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Introduction

Rest is rust -Start today

To help you manage and understand your back issue better we have devised this
guide to get you started today on your road of recovery.

While all back issues are individual we have put together a series of helpful
strategies and techniques we have found beneficial to hundreds of people that
you can use to get back moving well and feeling well.

Try each one you are comfortable with, some will work well for you almost
instantly others may take some time, and some may not be a fit for your issue
currently. The principles of each of the strategies when it comes to easing back
pain are shown to be the most effective and evidence based. 

This is intended as a helpful guide and does not replicate a thorough assessment
performed by a Chartered Physiotherapist, knowing your history, needs, wants,
and goals but it's a good start.

We hope you enjoy reading this guide and most importantly we hope these
strategies help start you on the road to getting back to the life you want to live
without back pain getting in the way.

Complete Care at Fox Physiotherapy
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About the Author

Brian Fox 
BSc MSc MISCP 

Chartered Physiotherapist

I love to help people get back moving well,
feeling well and back to the things they
love to do.

After years of practicing as a
physiotherapist it never gets old seeing
people leave the clinic with a smile on their
face knowing that they have made a great
decision for their health and more
importantly their life by coming to see us.

Each treatment plan is designed with you, taking into account your history, needs,
wants and goals. 

I graduated from Trinity College Dublin in 2005 and was employed by the HSE for a
number of years gaining valuable experience before embarking on a physiotherapy
Masters program in King's College London in 2008.

I have worked exclusively in private practice and high level sport since graduating
from the masters program 10 years ago.

Establishing Fox Physiotherapy in 2010 at Blackrock Hall Medical Centre the
practice has thrived and progressed to a larger premises at the Kinsale road
roundabout.

As a keen sportsperson I understand how it feels to be missing out on the things
you love to do.

Complete care drives all levels of how our team at Fox Physiotherapy practice
ensuring every plan of care is focused to your needs and goals. Getting you back to
the life you want, without worry or restrictions.
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About Fox Physiotherapy

We want to get to know you, your story, your concerns, and your goals.

The team at Fox Physiotherapy have been helping people for over 10 years get back
moving well and feeling well. We have grown through our reputation, offering
complete care that is focused on you.

At Fox Physiotherapy you are in good hands with one on one care in a comfortable
and relaxed environment, a thorough assessment of your problem, an
understandable explanation giving you the full picture of your issue, and an
approach that takes into account your preference for relieving pain and stiffness.
We devise a plan with you to get you back doing the things you love to do without
worry or restriction.

Your personalised treatment plan is just that, personalised to your needs and
preferences to help and guide you towards getting back to where you want to be,
moving well and feeling well doing the things you love to do.
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Sitting, in itself, is not a bad thing but too much of any
one position can create problems. Change is a good
thing, so try to get up and change position every 30-40
minutes even just for a minute. A helpful strategy is to
change position every time the phone rings, or set your
alarm to remind you to stand up every 30 minutes and
reach for the sky and then bend forward as far as you
can. Any movement is good though as it gives hard
working muscles a break and stimulates the nervous
system and the vascular system from being stuck in
one spot all all.

Helpful strategies to help your lower back

01
Get up often

Avoid Prolonged Sitting 

Stand up desks better or worse?  

Stand up desks have become the ‘go to’ as both a preventative strategy and
management strategy for back pain but the evidence has so far not supported
this. Like anything in life it depends on the individual issue, some people find it
beneficial and others don't. 

Sit to stand desks are probably the best solution if this is a position you find helpful
as it promotes different movement strategies as the body likes change. A sit to
stand desk asks different muscles to work as you change positions and distributes
the load over different muscle groups throughout the day.
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Screen Height-An easy assessment of your screen height is to bring your arm
straight out in front of you, you should be landing in the middle of the screen. 
Chair Design- Ideally choose a chair that has a solid backrest and armrests.  Get
your bum all the way back in the chair, and try to have your shoulder blades
touching the back rest of the chair.

02
If you are desk based for long durations of your day it is always a good idea to
look at your ergonomics.

Ergonomics

Build up slowly

Some helpful techniques if you are considering a changing to a standing or
sit to stand desk:

If you want to move to standing more build this up slowly starting with 80/20 rule
for the first week 80% sitting /20% standing, then increase your standing by 10% a
week for five weeks until you reach a 50/50 split on standing to sitting. If you
wanted to stand for longer than this simply continue the 10% increase weekly but
like too much sitting the body craves variation and change.

Footwear

Standing for a longer period of time during the day places a new challenge to your
legs and feet, comfortable footwear, preferably running shoes or sports shoes with
cushioning, can help your feet get used to this increased demand on your legs.

Vary your position throughout the day

A change is as good as rest, vary standing, sitting and walking throughout your day
to help give hard working muscles some variety.

Keyboard: Ergonomic keyboards are now widely available helping to ease wrist,
forearm, elbow and shoulder pain. If you cannot get your hands on one try
having your keyboard raised at the back of it  so your wrists are in a more relaxed
position, also try to keep the forearms on the desk or the arms of the chair this
again keeps these muscles more relaxed.
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If you are having difficulty sleeping, there are a
few techniques that can help.

03
Better sleep equals better you.

Sleep Position

If you are a side sleeper try popping a pillow
between your knees it can help reduce rotation
on your lower back to give you a more restful
nights sleep

Sleeping on your stomach is not ideal but if are
used to this position a pillow under your
stomach can help alleviate back pain and allow
you to sleep better

What does it mean? 

04
Your core...the go to term!

Specific Exercises

It depends who you are talking to…….

Do I need to do plank exercises, side plank exercises, sit ups, bird dog exercises?

Again, it really depends on what you need…...

Ideally general conditioning to provide your body with all sorts of different
movement strategies or options is the best way forward. There is no ‘correct’
exercise program that fits every individual. A thorough assessment by your
physiotherapist can help find an exercise plan that suits your needs, wants and
goals to help keep your lower back in great condition, for now and for the future
to allow you to keep active, mobile and doing the activities and hobbies  you love
to do. 
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Our bodies crave movement, it's what our muscles, joints and tendons love to do.
The last thing you may want to do when you have back pain is to move but
studies confirm that even a slight increase in movement during a back pain
episode can help relieve pain, stiffness, and shorten the duration of your
symptoms. Bed rest will not help, this has been shown repeatedly in every major
study on back pain, so move little and often, find an activity you enjoy and can
tolerate and even if it's just 5 minutes start with this.

05 Move

There isn't a better way to reduce low back pain, take control of your symptoms
and get back to the activities you love to do then going to see a physiotherapist.
Life's too short to let back pain dictate what you can and cannot do. For the vast
majority of back pain issues physiotherapy will help reduce your pain and restore
your mobility getting you back moving well, feeling well and back to the life you
want to lead.

06 Physiotherapy

A thorough assessment of your problem, with a clear understanding of your
wants, needs and goals and treatment plan designed with you by the expert
physiotherapist at Fox Physiotherapy will help you back to your best.
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If you think you need one, you are probably right! Studies show that if you think you
require a scan it is probably best for your peace of mind that you get a scan ( x-ray.
MRi or CT scan), it will help allay your fears and allow you to progress onwards. The
key element is to not match your symptoms to the scan. MRi scans often throw up
results that may appear concerning but may not be related to your current issue.
Over 40% of us have scans showing disc problems, arthritis, or spinal stenosis. An
excellent study was done in Australia in the early 2000’s where people suffering with
back pain were scanned and then age matched controls were then scanned who had
no back pain, the result……..the people with no back pain had worse ‘looking’ MRi
scans. 

We often see disc problems in scans that may have been there for years and your
body has dealt with it and your current symptoms may have absolutely nothing to do
with this disc issue. 

To help low back pain a number of different
strategies may be needed to find the fit for
your issue, the physiotherapists at Fox
Physiotherapy can help find the right fit for
your problem allowing you to get back to the
activities, hobbies and lifestyle you want to
lead without back pain getting in the way.
If you are struggling with back pain and want
to start on your road to recovery contact us via
our website www.foxphysiotherapy.ie, email
help@foxphysiotherapy.ie, or on 0212061844.

07
Do you think you need one?

Should I get a scan?

The key message here is:

Treat the person not the scan

Conclusion

Our Team
help@foxphysiotherapy.ie

0212061844
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Disclaimer

Fox Physiotherapy makes every effort to ensure the injury advice portrayed
throughout our website, guides and social media platforms represents current best
practice. Examples of injuries, exercises, advice, diagnosis or prognosis are based on
typical presentations and do not replace a thorough examination and cannot be
deemed fully accurate in the absence of this examination from a Chartered
Physiotherapist.  

As with any injury, each individual’s symptoms can vary depending on many
variable factors and while every effort has been made to accurately portray
current best practice, the information given is not intended as representations of
every individual’s potential injury. We are able to offer you a thorough examination
from a Chartered Physiotherapist at a standard charge. Significant injury risk is
possible if you do not follow due diligence and seek suitable professional advice
about your injury. No guarantees of specific results are expressly made or implied
in this report, our website or social media platforms.

Red Flags
If you are experiencing any of the following symptoms contact
your GP first as they may be a sign of a more serious problem:

Constant, unrelenting pain, not relieved by any
positions or movement

Trauma such as a fall from a height or car accident

Bowel/Bladder problem including numbness/tingling
in the area
Unexplained weight loss/gain

Sudden weakness

Changes in balance/coordination

Fevers/chills/night sweats
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